
The DT640 Utility Crawler is the most versatile inspection 
vehicle of its kind. The sleek, submersible, and optional 
magnetic three-wheel vehicle is equipped with internal 
batteries to provide unmatched abilities for your 
underwater work.

With a variety of functional attachments, this Utility 
Crawler has the capability to inspect and clean. From a 
pressure washer to dozer to clean the toughest surfaces 
and a vacuum to leave a spotless finish.

DT640 Utility Crawler
The standard utility crawler is equipped with three rubber 
wheels to easily traverse terrain while underwater. 

wheel options

www.DeepTrekker.com

“This is amazing! Instead of 
draining tanks, we inspect and 
vacuum out sediment with the 

DT640 Utility Crawler ” 

- Jo Hulands, The Tank Inspector

sales@deeptrekker.com1-519-342-3177

- Tank Inspection 
- Sediment Removal 
- Ship Hull Inspection
- Remote Pressure Washing
- Bridge Inspection
- Wind Turbine Inspection
- Weld Inspection 
- Offshore Platform Inspection 
- Metal Thickness Testing 

Ideal Areas to Inspect
with Deep Trekker:
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DT640M Utility MagCrawler
Magnetic wheels transform this Utility Crawler to crawl 
along any ferrous material, even underwater. 

DT640 UTILITY CRAWLER
SUBMERSIBLE MULTI-FUNCTION VEHICLES



DT640 Utility Crawler Specifications

Utility Add-ons to Expand Your Inspections

Pressure Washer
Attachment to remotely clean a 
surface with a high power pressure 
washer.    

Dozer
With a pushing force up to 50 lbs 
(22.5 kg), scrape and clean away 
buildup on a ship hull, tank or other 
structure. 

Thickness Gauge
Spot check areas of interest on ship 
hulls or structures to ensure their 
integrity. 

Vacuum
Remove sediment buildup and clean 
hard to reach areas with the vacuum 
attachment for the DT640 Utility 
Crawler.

Our products have been refined and tested in-field to bring about new innovations based on customer feedback. Deep Trekker is 
committed to providing the most robust tools to get the job done the first time, without advanced training or high costs. Have a specific 
project in mind? Let us know. We’ll build a package to best suit your needs. All Deep Trekker products come with a one year parts and 

labor warranty. Our engineers and dedicated staff are always available to help make your inspections as efficient as possible. 

Utility Crawler Quick Specs:
Weight: 19kg (42 lb)
Depth Rating: 50m (164 ft)
Chassis Material: Anodized Aluminum
Max payload (sensors/tools): 20 lb (may be higher depending on application and conditions)

Wheels: 
Max Tractive Effort: 22.6 kg (50 lb) (terrain/application dependent)
Optional Wheel Magnets: N52 Rare earth magnets
Variable Speed: 12 m / min 
Turn Radius: 0 m

Main Camera: Fixed Forward
Color 1/3 Sony CCD, 700 HD, 0.001 lux (ultra-low light) 
90° Range of View 

Main LED Lights: High Efficiency LED Flood, 1200 lumens

Elevating Arm Aux Camera (Optional): 
Manual Positioning
Color ¼” CCD, 530 TVL, 1.0 lux (low light),360 manual field of view 
Zoom:10X Optical, 12X Digital, Auto Shutter, Auto/Manual Focus

Warranty: 1 year – Pars and Labor 
DT640 Utility Crawlers must have safety line when working overhead
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Auxiliary Camera Elevating Arm

KEY FEATURES
Rubber or Magnetic Wheels

On-board Batteries

On-board HD Camera

Handheld Controller

On-screen display

50 m (164 ft) depth rating

Skidless steering


